Tuberculosis throughout History:

Breaking NEWS

IS CONSUMPTION CONTAGIOUS? DR. BELFIELD’S VIEWS OF THE EXPERIMENTS OF THE GERMAN DR. KOCH
The New York Times, May 7, 1895

DECREASE OF TUBERCULOSIS Disease Is Often Misnamed and Many Sufferers Go Elsewhere to Die

SAY CALMETTE VACCINE HALTS TUBERCULOSIS Pasteur Experts, After Tests for 20 Years, Report Saving of 2,609 Babies in 11 Months.
By Wireless to The New York Times, June 18, 1925

Aid of Congress Is Asked in Fight on Tuberculosis
Washington Post, April 23, 1937

MAYOR DEDICATES $3,923,404 HOSPITAL Declares at Queens Exercises That Tuberculosis Could Be Ended in 25 Years
The New York Times, January 28, 1941

WAR SEEN CAUSING TUBERCULOSIS RISE
The New York Times, March 3, 1942

Mayor Concerned Over TB Carriers: Lack of Adequate Detection Facilities Is Hazard, He Says, at Dedication of New Center
The New York Times, June 17, 1949

How Good Is The TB Drug? Steven Spencer, Saturday Evening Post, April 5, 1952

Deadly Strain of Tuberculosis Is Spreading Fast, U.S. Finds

Medical Miracles: Few, Far between THE FORGOTTEN PLAUGE: How the Battle Against Tuberculosis Was Won – and Lost
The Globe and Mail (Canada), September 4, 1993

NEW STRAIN OF HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS TUBERCULOSIS IS IDENTIFIED

New TB ‘hot zones’ threaten epidemic: Resistant strains found worldwide
Reuters News Agency appearing in The Globe and Mail (Canada), October 23, 1997

NEW WEAPONS AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS

TB COULD BECOME UNTREATABLE
Nikita Kikhans and Ali Nargan, Bloomberg
Press as appeared in The Gazette (Montreal), August 31, 2012

CHILDREN ARE IN DIRE NEED OF TB TREATMENT: FACTS AND FIGURES
Pretoria News (South Africa), March 23, 2012